Relish phase 2
Changing culture on a larger scale
prepared by

reggie is back!
Having enjoyed his time in Rio at
Sustainia 100, as champion of one of the
top 100 solutions considered instrumental
in creating sustainable societies, Reggie
returns to the UK. He’s now catching up
with the residents on phase 2 where the
£3.5m project to refurbish and regenerate
157 households located across 3 sites
in West Sussex is now complete.

RELISH, fOR WHICH REGGIE IS THE
CHAMpION, HAS BEEN SELECTED AS ONE
Of THE TOp 100 SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED
AS INSTRUMENTAL IN CREATING
SUSTAINABLE SOCIETIES. GO TO THE
SUSTAINIA100 GUIDE TO fIND OUT MORE.

Introduction
For those of you who haven’t heard of the project
before, Relish stands for ‘Residents 4 Low Impact
Sustainable Homes’.
Launched in March 2009, the initial 12 month pilot set
out to prove how a sensible and cost effective approach
to retrofitting occupied homes can not only meet the
decent home standard, but also contribute to the
government’s 80% carbon reduction target and fuel
poverty agendas. The first 12 months pilot demonstrated
how, by spending £6,500 in addition to ‘decent home’
works, combined with a tailored education programme,
we can significantly reduce a households’ annual fuel
consumption. Phase 1 was a demonstration project
comprising 4 homes.
This 2013 report tracks the progress of the last
14 months, where the Relish team have been busy
implementing Relish principles and collating
information and results from a much larger project.
Relish phase 2 comprises a complex building project,
on site for 60 weeks, encompassing 157 households
across 3 sites. Approximately 375 people were
employed on or involved with the project.
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‘Relishing’ on a larger scale

‘relishing’ on a larger scale
After the completion of 14 months of refurbishment works, we
learned that working with a larger group of households had a
fundamental impact on the way we shaped the advice strategy
and its relationship to the major repair and refurbishment works.
At the outset of phase 2, we aimed to:
• deliver bespoke energy education and
advice to 157 homes involving residents
at all stages of the project and beyond;
• deliver community/resident education
workshops;
• provide low-cost retrofit solutions integrated
with planned maintenance to 157 homes;
• achieve 60% resident engagement target
with a 30% target for leaseholders.
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Relish phase 2 was always going to be more
challenging than phase 1, simply due to the
sheer number of people involved with the
project. There were 375 project personnel
involved throughout the 14 month contract
which included the client, consultant and the
contracting team, plus the 157 households.
Overall, over 530 people came into contact
with the principles of Relish during the project.

Summary of works

summary of works
We carried out a series of works across 3 sites, based around the major refurbishment
and repairs identified during the design phase. However, specific focus was given to
the Relish philosophy of undertaking sensible low cost improvement works, as well
as adopting a ‘fabric first’ approach.

The works undertaken included:
• flat roof replacement including new 120mm PIR insulation plus
all associated works to roofs including improvement to access,
guard rails/mansafe systems, cable trays, roof lights, fascias
and cavity trays;
• thermal imaging survey of elevations to identify areas
of un-insulated areas and repair;
• repointing;
• mastic repairs, window renewal and general servicing
and sealing;
• draft proofing and sealing all redundant air paths around
the building;
• replacement of brick slips with new solider course and
insulation detail;
• cold bridging improvements and insulation works;
• concrete treatment and repair;
• render repairs;
• external decoration;
• lintel replacement;
• balcony repairs;
• internal fire improvement and precaution works including
works to flat entrance doors, fire alarm and smoke extraction;
• security improvement works, replacement of external doors,
door entry system and CCTV;

• internal decoration and replacement of floor coverings;
• kitchen and bathroom replacement, electrical rewires
and new smoke detection within flats;
• replacement of existing electrical storage heaters with
new individual gas fired central heating systems;
• ventilation improvements to central system including
ductwork cleaning;
• external site works and landscaping;
• renewal of all communal electrical distribution systems
including new energy efficient communal lighting and
emergency lighting;
• new digital TV system and wireways;
• replacement of the cold water main distribution and
communal tanks/pumps to all flats.
From the outset, the Relish team challenged the way the
project would be undertaken, influencing the specification
and detail of the refurbishment works.
Careful thought was given to every detail of the major repair
works, with consideration for thermal improvement, reducing air
leakage and using energy efficient equipment where possible.
We also used the lessons learned and low cost retrofit solutions
previously identified in phase 1 to inform our approach.
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Overcoming the challenges

overcoming the challenges
Heating
Having undertaken renovations to the fabric of the buildings, the
second issue to address was the heating and hot water systems
within the flats.
An early decision was taken to remove the expensive and difficult
to control storage heaters and replace them with new individual
gas fired central heating systems to each flat with simple to
use controls.
Although this option increased the capital cost (slightly more
expensive than replacing the electric heating on a like-for-like
basis), it was estimated that residents could reduce their heating
costs by approximately 50-60%. However, we also knew that
some would take the additional thermal comfort instead.
As the gas risers were already installed within the building, this
was deemed to be a reasonably straightforward phase of the
refurbishment. However, there are key issues that impact on
residents and programme efficiency.

Key challenges
• Residents needed to arrange for their own live/dead test on the
system and for their own meters to be installed before the old
heating system is removed. This can lead to major coordination
issues and is an additional risk factor to take into account.
• The new water main had to be installed to all communal areas,
ready to branch off into the flats before any internal flat works
could commence. Each property was only to be ‘opened’
once and all works had to be completed within 4 weeks.
This delayed the start of internal flat works and extended
the contract period.
• With some flats being quite small, suitable boiler positions
were always difficult to agree and in many cases led to
additional boiler cupboards being installed. This required
new half-height boxing to walls to hide condense lines and
pipework. The disruption to residents due to the impact of
running new pipework around their homes was significant.
• Major problems were faced draining condense lines to
suitable locations because of the varying boiler positions.

“ We were particularly pleased with
the gas central heating that has
been fitted. We had only just moved
into the area recently and had never
used storage heaters before.
We found that they provided a
significant amount of heat, however
it would not last and we would
have to switch the convector
heater on at night.”
Dene Court resident

• Positioning of boiler flues to external façades was difficult –
especially considering the low level concrete ring beams which
extended around the buildings at each floor level. Because of
the different flat archetypes and boiler locations, coordination
of the flues externally was also challenging.
• New radiators were not always placed to cover the existing
position of the storage heaters. This resulted in further
disruption within the homes and greater costs – as decoration
vouchers needed to be issued to the residents.
Although replacement of existing storage heaters with new gas
fired central heating systems can be challenging, we believed the
benefits to the residents far exceed the shorter term downsides
in terms of disruption.
Many residents have since commented that their homes are
much warmer, with the additional benefit of easy to control,
cheaper heating.
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Overcoming the challenges

Windows
Although two of the sites had replacement double glazed PVCu
windows fitted within the last 8-10 years, we believed it unlikely
that refurbishment works to the windows would have been
specified on other building projects, where this was previously
the case.
Based on the findings from phase 1, it was considered essential
that each flat should have windows serviced, repaired where
necessary, sealed and left in good working condition. The flats
were in an exposed coastal area and with some homes situated
at the top of a 9 storey block. The refurbishment programme
enabled the repair of the faulty windows and the seal of most
of the accidental air paths around and through the windows.
This represented a small proportion of the cost of the overall
project, but based on our initial Relish phase 1 outcomes,
we know it has a significant impact on energy savings.

Thermal improvements and ventilation repair
We placed a major emphasis on the quality of workmanship
across the entire programme of the works to ensure we
achieved a high standard of finish and that the small things
that all contribute to a more thermally efficient home, were
attended to. This was demonstrated to all operatives through
the Relish showflat.
A thermal imaging survey of the façades helped to identify any
cold spots and air leakages. Although it was found that much
of the cavity walling had been insulated, the survey highlighted
the inherent defects with un-insulated concrete panels and
ring beams.
We also undertook internal surveys of flats with excessive
condensation and cold bridging issues. The specification allowed
for internal cladding of high level ring beams, with an insulated
plaster board plus the ceiling return in the localised area. And
although this work was disruptive, it was considered an essential
improvement that would significantly impact on energy efficiency.
We also re-insulated some wall areas to eradicate cold spots,
at the same time as undertaking external brick repairs.

CO2

Alongside the works, the central ventilation system was given
a major overhaul. This included fitting new fans, external
ductwork and internal duct cleaning. This has improved the
internal environments, resulting in better air flow which will help
minimise condensation. In those flats with specific condensation
issues, additional extract ventilation was fitted.
As with phase 1 of the works, correct detailing around both
internal and external openings for waste pipes and service
pipework etc. was critical to ensure these were properly
sealed and, where necessary, insulated.
Throughout the works, we were careful not to create a sealed,
air tight box which can result in excessive condensation being
formed. Any improvements to insulation and sealing air paths
were undertaken in tandem with improvements to ventilation.
Because of the variety and extent of the works and the trades
involved, the site team were required to carefully manage and
coordinate all the processes and sequencing.
In addition to this already complex project we also were engaging
with residents at key times to introduce the Relish education
and advice strategy.
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‘Relish-it!’ education and advice strategy

‘relish-it!’ education and advice strategy
The implementation of a Relish strategy across this project was complex –
specifically with respect to the number of operatives and residents involved.
The implementation of the ‘Relish It’ – knowledge sharing strategy also posed
a different set of challenges, given that we were working with a larger number
of households and across a longer contract period.
design phase
• Meter readings were taken. This enabled initial datum values
to be provided.
• Review of the design and specification in accordance with
our Relish principles and methodology.
This ensured opportunities were maximised in the context of
the low cost improvement works, over and above the already
specified refurbishments.
• Agree the scope of services for the contractor and their project
energy consultant, details of which needed to be shown within
the specification.
This allowed contractors tendering for the works to be clear
about Relish specific requirements.
• Resident profiling to ascertain demographics so an effective
and appropriate communication strategy can be developed.

mobilisation period
• Design, specification and implementation of the Relish
Community Hub.
This comprises a show flat on site which is used as a learning
centre for residents. It is used to demonstrate how specific
elements of the refurbishment are designed to make the
home more energy efficient. It also illustrates how better
energy habits can contribute to substantial savings in
money and energy.
The Community Hub is also used for day respite for
any residents that require it.
• ‘Relish the project team’ meeting; designed to inform
and engage the appointed contractor and their key
sub-contractors at management level.
• Information is sent to the residents informing them of the
appointed contractor, anticipated works programme and
details of the Relish initiative.
• Residents Occupant Energy Assessment (OEA); undertaken
shortly after the ‘opening up’ or works validation survey.
The energy consultant visits each household to undertake
a bespoke energy use questionnaire which rates how the
residents use energy within their homes. This information
is used to classify households into high or low energy users.
The results are captured in an Excel spreadsheet and then
translated into an easy to understand bespoke energy saving
plan using variable data print technology.
Each resident also receives their own Relish Rating indicating
how energy efficient they currently are.

THE RESIDENT’S OCCUpANT
ENERGY ASSESSMENT (OEA)
WAS UNDERTAKEN IN EACH
HOME, SHORTLY AfTER THE
‘OpENING Up’ OR WORKS
vALIDATION SURvEY.
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• Obtain residents permission to access historic energy
consumption data from their energy supplier. This information
is used to compare energy use and potential savings against
historic bill data.
• Shortly before site works commence, install energy display
meters in each home and demonstrate energy in use.

‘Relish-it!’ education and advice strategy

Site works
• Relish site induction: all operatives employed on site and
who have interactions with residents receive the Relish
site induction as part of their formal site induction process,
including a Relish ID card and hi vis jacket.

• A weekly surgery for residents, held in the Community Hub
to discuss issues or concerns they have regarding the works.
This is also an opportunity to engage with residents on
improving energy habits.

• Key trades which have maximum interactions with residents
receive 5 discussion points, specific to their area of works,
to help them engage with residents whilst they are working
in their home. This includes electricians, heating engineers,
window installers, kitchen installers and general operatives.

• A site sign board is provided within the site office; any
questions asked by residents to which operatives do not know
the answer are written on the board for the energy consultant
to action. This is also used for identification of questions that
are repeatedly raised.

• The site is branded with Relish to reinforce the message that
this refurbishment is focused on reducing energy use as well
as general upgrading of the building; this includes site sign
boards, Community Hub branding and way-finding.

• Relish tool box talks are implemented throughout the course of
the works to reinforce the message to operatives. This is a 360
degree process where operatives can also give their views on
suggestions for improvement or their own top tips.

• During the works, the energy consultant, as well as the site
manager, undertakes random inspections on the works to
check quality and promote Relish strategies. This includes
giving residents energy saving ‘top tips’ and explaining the
energy saving elements of the works eg. TRVs on radiators etc.
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‘Relish-it!’ education and advice strategy

THE KITCHEN AT THE RELISH
COMMUNITY HUB.
ORIGINALLY USED AS A SHOWHOME AND
TO BENCHMARK ExpECTED qUALITY
STANDARDS, THE RELISH COMMUNITY
HUB ALSO ILLUSTRATES THE IMpACT
Of GOOD ENERGY HABITS AND THE
IMpORTANCE THAT LIfESTYLE CHANGES
HAvE IN REDUCING ENERGY BILLS.

On completion
• The energy consultant meets with each household two
weeks after completion of the works.
This provides both a check on defect rectification and an
opportunity to handover and talk through their bespoke
energy saving plan.
The energy consultant also checks that the residents can
use their new heating controls and any other specialist
plant installed. Meter readings for all homes are taken.
• The residents are asked if they would like to take part in the
post 12 months education and advice meetings (the energy
consultant visits every two months).
Residents are incentivised to provide meter readings through
monthly draws to win shopping vouchers. Should a household
receive all bi-monthly visits and provide meter readings for
12 months, they will be entered into a draw to win their
electricity bill paid for a whole year.

Post works
• The energy consultant undertakes bi-monthly visits to each
household (6 during the 12 month post works period).
At each visit review the household’s energy performance is
reviewed against the bespoke energy plan. Further advice is
provided regarding water, electricity and gas use as required
and we take meter readings.
• At the end of the 12 month monitoring period, final meter
readings are taken and the energy use for all homes compared
against their historic data. Relish and non-Relish homes are
compared. Final conclusions and analysis is then undertaken.
• A VDU display screen in the entrance foyer promotes the
Relish initiative and shows details of the energy consultant,
and monthly energy consumption and bill data. We also hope
that non participating households will compare their bill data
against Relish households and perhaps even be incentivised
to adopt Relish themselves.
• The Community Hub will be used to promote other social
services such as debt management, anti-social behaviour and
other community initiatives from the residents action group.
Inside the Community Hub, the branding and ethos of Relish
is reinforced.
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‘Relish-it!’ education and advice strategy

INfORMATION fROM THE INITIAL SURvEY
ALLOWS US TO CLASSIfY HOUSEHOLDS
INTO HIGH OR LOW ENERGY USERS.
HOUSEHOLD SpECIfIC RESULTS ARE
CApTURED AND TRANSLATED INTO A
pERSONALISED HANDOvER pACK. THIS

Reduce your
energy costs
b yas much
as 20%
Your own
step by step
guide

INCORpORATES AN ENERGY SAvING pLAN
IN AN EASY TO UNDERSTAND fORMAT.
EACH RESIDENT ALSO RECEIvES THEIR
OWN RELISH RATING INDICATING HOW
ENERGY EffICIENT THEY CURRENTLY ARE.

holiday
fund

ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS 12pp SP AW.indd 1

21/06/2012 17:22

Getting the
most out of your
storage heaters
A daily 5 minute
shower could use
13,000 litres less
water per year than
a bath. That’s a lot
of wasted energy!

e
n th
Statorage
s

(www.bbc.co.uk/bloom)

1

Getting the most out of your storage heaters

STORAGE HEATER 4pp AW SP.indd 1

21/06/2012 17:24

A quick guide to
shower alternatives
Bath v shower

SHOWER FIXING 2pp AW.indd 1

1

22/06/2012 11:07
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Lessons learned

lessons learned
Now the refurbishment works have been completed, the project is currently into
the third month of on-going Relish education, advice and support to households.
At this stage, it is too early to review or confirm actual energy savings realised from
the works undertaken. Results of energy savings will be published on completion of
the 12 month post occupancy monitoring period – expected to finish February 2014.
However, at this early stage and based on the current estimated Relish take-up of 50%
of households, we are confident that the combined effects of the works and education
will make for some very interesting results.
We can at this stage, provide an update of what worked well, what didn’t work
so well and what we would change – based on our ‘Relish-It!’ strategy.

Operative led engagement through sub-contractors
While operative-led interaction with residents seemed a
good idea and should certainly work on small scale projects,
difficulties were encountered on this large complex project.
One reason for these difficulties was the lack of continuity within
the workforce and the language barriers resulting from the
numerous sub-contractors employed on the scheme. This was
an uncommon situation for Worthing Homes.
Although key sub-contracting trades only needed to engage on 5
discussion items, in reality operatives just focused on completing
the job in hand. This was compounded by difficulties with
communicating in a common language. The length of the supply
chain on this project was not conducive to creating operativeled engagement with individuals too far removed from the site
management to really understand the need to become engaged.
The second issue was that when major disruptive works were
being undertaken within the homes, most residents did not
want to engage on energy saving advice or the ‘reasons why’
explanations – they just wanted it completed quickly, to a high
standard and their home returned to them.
We took the decision to change our approach mid programme –
with the site supervisor taking over resident interaction. At the
end of each day, the supervisor would visit each property to
first check that all everything had been completed satisfactorily.
At this point they also took the opportunity to explain the
Relish approach.
This approach was much more successful as the site supervisor
was better able and had more experience to properly engage
with residents. Equally residents seemed more willing to talk
to someone in a management role and listen to a site supervisor
wearing a shirt and trousers rather than an operative.
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The site supervisor visits were supplemented by energy
consultant visits to reinforce the engagement process.
In this instance, we were confident the Relish message was
successfully delivered to the main contractor and first tier of
sub-contractors. However, beyond that tier, the message became
diluted, especially when combined with using agency sub-level
management which continually changed throughout the works.
With more levels in the sub-contracting chain, there is also
tighter financial management and cash flow arrangements.
This is counteractive to asking the workforce to do more than
their standard job, and lead to an unwillingness for the
operatives to engage.
This project showed us that sub-contracting can water down
the operative-led engagement approach and the commitment
operatives have towards anything other than getting the works
completed. However, we believe it is possible with the right
directly employed people, alongside a team continuity, the
operative-led approach would work.
Each project needs to be assessed on its individual merits to
determine the best approach. Operative-led engagement can
work on projects where a direct labour force can be deployed or
on smaller scale projects where Relish can be imbedded within
the core project team or organisation. With larger projects and
organisations, an energy consultant should be employed to
promote energy saving advice and Relish initiatives.
From our experience, it is clear that Relish interactions still
need to be made simple for operative-led engagement to
work and that no more than 5 key discussion points should
be identified for each operative.

Lessons learned

A further recommendation would be to identify concise roles and
responsibilities for each sub-contractor within the works tender
document, so everyone knows what is expected of them at the outset
of the project. All necessary allowances are then included within the
sub-contractors priced tender.
Although main details were included within the initial tender, roles and
responsibilities developed throughout the project and needed detailing
as the project developed.
Quality
Achieving the highest quality finished product is critical to the success
of this initiative – nobody wants to listen to someone discussing energy
saving advice when the quality of the kitchen fitting is poor or the heating
system installed is not working!
It has become clear during this phase that promoting energy advice may
be best offered once the works have been completed to the standard that
the resident expects. Using the ‘natural high’ after works are complete
appears to be an ideal opportunity to ‘win over’ the residents. There was
much more willingness to engage in the energy saving advice at this stage
and to take part in the project and post 12 month monitoring period.
It is therefore vital that a post handover inspection be undertaken
by the energy consultant and contracting team / clerk of works,
approximately 2 weeks after works have completed. This ensures any
outstanding defects not yet corrected are dealt with and facilitates a
Relish handover accompanied by the personalised energy saving plan.
This will capture the resident’s positivity post completion and maximise
the chance of working with them during the 12 month post occupancy
period. Timetables for this inspection should be placed on the critical
path of the project programme.
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Lessons learned

Supply chain
The supply chain is critical in the delivery
of Relish and without their cooperation,
the Relish initiative will not work.
During this phase we have concluded that
success does not just depend on resident
engagement but engagement and education
for the whole supply chain.

“ The handover pack
was very useful and
contained some very
interesting energy facts,
which are small simple
things that can make a
big difference.”
Cambourne Court
resident

Cross-trade fertilisation/cooperation is
essential – i.e. an electrician on site during the
first stage of works remarked that the reflective
radiator panel was a great idea, whereas the
plumber installing it had done it before – so it
was not that revolutionary for him. Simple ‘light
bulb’ moments like this are what makes Relish
work and if one of the workforce goes home
and thinks about their own energy use, then we
are spreading the message further! Relish is
very much about everyone getting involved and
becoming converts to the philosophy.
An interesting fact has also emerged from this
phase – in total, 375 hi vis vests were issued
to the workforce on this project and none have
been returned. The question is – where are they
and have you seen one on your site? If you have,
please let Reggie know!
Relish branding, literature and information
The Relish brand and communication style has
always been fundamental to the successful
delivery of information to residents and those
involved with the project. We were however
surprised to receive some negative comments
during the initial stages of the project, that the
site ‘looked like a theme park’.

“ Relish has provided
some interesting
conversations on site,
with some of the site
team questioning how
they live and look at
their home.”
Site manager

We took this on board and decided not proceed
with the supersized inflatable Reggie that was
to be affixed to the scaffolding! In addition,
some internal signs were toned down as we
did not want to adversely affect the success
of the initiative.
We have concluded that how we communicate
with residents and the style they consider
acceptable should be a discussion point early
on with any resident groups. The Relish brand
also has 2 jobs to do, to different internal and
external audiences and we must be sensitive
that residents don’t feel they are ‘on show’
as part of a demonstration project.
In relation to literature issued to residents,
in hindsight perhaps ‘too many pieces
of paper were issued at the start’. There
were communications issued by different
stakeholders (contractors/client/advisors) and
it has been agreed that this should be more
coordinated and be issued from one source
to avoid information overload.
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This project has reinforced the fact that all
households have different levels of knowledge
and understanding of energy use. It is essential
to know your audience and resident profile
so that the Relish message can be targeted
accordingly and at an appropriate level.
However it is clear that the Relish message
works! During a follow up meeting by the energy
consultant, the resident expressed their concern
about a draught and the effect this would have
on their heating bills. This shows that the
household are thinking about their home and
ways in which they can influence their energy
effectiveness – an excellent outcome!
The bespoke, personalised Relish packs
have been well received by a large number
of residents. Following their introduction,
residents are starting to think about their
energy habits and the impact of their
behaviour on energy use.
A resident at Cambourne Court commented
that ‘the handover pack was very useful and
contained some very interesting energy facts,
which are small, simple things that can make
a big difference’.
It is important that continuous reference is
made to the Relish packs throughout the 12
month post occupancy period, so that residents
can be reminded of specific advice on water
consumption and electrical/gas use for their
particular household. If for instance, residents
regularly prefer baths rather than showers,
they will know the difference in terms of cost
and carbon emissions and can choose to make
changes based on informed advice.
The electrical display meters installed in each
property at the outset have delivered major
benefits by helping residents understand their
electrical consumption and ways in which they
consume energy.
A resident at Cambourne Court commented
during the works that Relish is a ‘great idea’ and
that ‘everyone should have a smart meter – they
are amazing, but a nuisance at the same time’.
We found out through our discussions with the
resident, that he was inspired to calculate for
himself how much he could save by using a
shower instead of a bath. He was also filling
a bath from the immersion before the gas
central heating and hot water was installed a.
He estimated that he could make a 84p a day
saving which would equate to £307 per year!
An electricity display meter is an extremely
persuasive tool and should be used on any
project where energy advice is being promoted.

Lessons learned

Relish Community Hub
In the early stages residents used the Relish
Community Hub and were naturally inquisitive
about what had been done within the property.
They also were willing to listen to advice on
energy habits. However towards the end of the
project, there was a reduction in the number
of people visiting it and it became more of a
drop-in surgery to discuss the works.
The Relish Community Hub provides a great
opportunity to promote energy related advice
and an excellent respite area for residents
during the most disruptive part of works
being undertaken.
A number of Relish resident champions have
been identified through their initial visits to the
Community Hub. We would not have identified
this group if this facility had not been available.
While a Community Hub is a great idea, it is
important the works undertaken in it should be
reflective of the works being undertaken within
the properties themselves.

Classification of residents
During phase 1, emphasis was placed on the
classification of residents into ‘good’ and ‘poor’
energy users.
When operating with a larger number of
residents, this classification is less relevant
and purposeful.
We have previously demonstrated that ‘poor’
energy users stand to make higher savings than
‘good’ energy users – but resident engagement
is the most important criteria either way.

everyone should
have a smart
meter, they’re
amazing!

It is now planned that the Relish Community
Hub will be used to promote other community
initiatives and programmes through the housing
management team with Relish continuing to
provide an underlying theme.
Due to the demographics of residents on site,
the housing management team did not have
many opportunities to become involved or
reason to be on site throughout the works.
However, Amanda Parsons, housing officer, was
available to residents to answer questions in the
Relish hub and to canvas residents on issues. If
the residents’ demographics were different and
there were more on site housing managers, this
would have presented further opportunities for
resident engagement.
All the housing team within Worthing Homes
are now fully signed up, trained and committed
to this initiative. The housing team have used
their knowledge and have already given money/
energy saving advice during a rent arrears visit,
where the resident had left all their lights on!
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The results

the results
GlyndebOuRne COuRT

dene COuRT

CambOuRne COuRT

PROPeRTy bReaKdOWn

22
(INCLUDINg 1 EMPTy HOME)

24
(INCLUDINg 5 LEASEHOLD AND
2 EMPTy HOMES)

111
(INCLUDINg 22 LEASEHOLD AND
20 EMPTy HOMES)

PROPeRTieS able TO Have
an eneRGy SuRvey

21

17

69

ENERgy SURVEyS COMPLETED
AT OEA STAgE

12 (57%)

14 (82%)

46 (66%)

FAILED TO COMPLETE ENERgy SURVEy
(DUE TO ACCESS PROBLEMS)

9

3

23

OCCuPanT eneRGy aSSeSSmenT (Oea) STaGe

ReSulTS aCHieved fROm COmPleTed OCCuPanT eneRGy aSSeSSmenTS (Oea)
NUMBER OF RESIDENTS WHO ExPRESSED
AN INTEREST IN RELISH AT OEA STAgE

6

12

13

NUMBER OF RESIDENTS WHO NEEDED
FURTHER CONVINCINg AT OEA STAgE

4

0

20

NUMBER OF RESIDENTS NOT INTERESTED
AT OEA STAgE

2

2

13

5

7

34

OF THESE 5 HANDOVERS, 2 WERE
CATEgORISED AS NEEDINg FURTHER
CONVINCINg AT THE OEA STAgE.

6 OF THE 7 RELISH HANDOVERS HAD
PREVIOUSLy ExPRESSED AN INTEREST AT
THE OEA STAgE.

THE REMAININg 3 ARE NEW TO RELISH
HAVINg HAD NO CONTACT WITH THE RELISH
TEAM PRIOR TO OR DURINg THE WORKS.

THE REMAININg RELISH HANDOVER WAS
NEW TO RELISH HAVINg HAD NO CONTACT
WITH THE RELISH TEAM PRIOR TO OR
DURINg THE WORKS.

FROM THE 21 POSSIBLE HOUSEHOLDS, 5
ARE CURRENTLy SIgNED UP AND TAKINg
PART IN THE POST OCCUPANCy EDUCATION
AND ADVICE PROgRAMME.

FROM THE 17 POSSIBLE HOUSEHOLDS, 7
ARE CURRENTLy SIgNED UP AND TAKINg
PART IN THE POST OCCUPANCy EDUCATION
AND ADVICE PROgRAMME.

34 OF THE 69 PROPERTIES THAT WERE TO HAVE
AN OEA ENERgy SURVEy HAVE HAD A RELISH
HANDOVER, AND ARE CURRENTLy TAKINg PART
IN THE POST OCCUPANCy EDUCATION AND
ADVICE PROgRAMME.

THIS EqUATES TO 23%.

THIS EqUATES TO 41%.

THIS EqUATES TO 49%.

ACCORDINg TO THE DATA COLLECTED
AT THE OEA STAgE, THERE ARE STILL 6
RESIDENTS WHO ExPRESSED AN INTEREST
IN THE ENERgy MONITORINg PERIOD WHO
HAVE NOT yET HAD A RELISH HANDOVER.

ACCORDINg TO THE DATA COLLECTED
AT THE OEA STAgE, THERE ARE STILL 4
RESIDENTS WHO ExPRESSED AN INTEREST
IN THE ENERgy MONITORINg PERIOD WHO
HAVE NOT yET HAD A RELISH HANDOVER.

ACCORDINg TO THE DATA COLLECTED
THERE ARE STILL 5 RESIDENTS WHO
ExPRESSED AN INTEREST IN RELISH AT THE
OEA STAgE WHO HAVE NOT yET HAD A
RELISH HANDOVER.

THIS EqUATES TO A POSSIBLE UPTAKE OF
52%.

THIS EqUATES TO A POSSIBLE UPTAKE OF
65%.

THIS EqUATES TO A POSSIBLE UPTAKE OF 56% OF
HOUSEHOLDS AT THIS SITE.

POST-COnSTRuCTiOn WORK – ReliSH HandOveR STaGe
RELISH HANDOVERS COMPLETED TO DATE

CuRRenT ReSulTS aCHieved

POSSible fuTuRe PROjeCTed uPTaKe

leaSeHOld ReliSH HandOveRS
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Results after the initial occupant energy assessment was undertaken

TOTal aCROSS all 3 SiTeS

21

Glyndebourne Court

21 pROpERTIES ABLE TO HAvE AN ENERGY SURvEY

dene Court

17 pROpERTIES ABLE TO HAvE AN ENERGY SURvEY

157
(INCLUDINg 27 LEASEHOLD AND
23 EMPTy HOMES)
107

72
35

31 (43%)
24 (33%)
17 (24%)

46

FROM THE POSSIBLE 107 HOUSEHOLDS
46 ARE CURRENTLy SIgNED UP AND
TAKINg PART ON THE POST OCCUPANCy
EDUCATION AND ADVICE PROgRAMME.

THIS EqUATES TO 43%.
46 RELISH HANDOVERS TO DATE + 4
RESIDENTS KNOWN TO BE INTERESTED
IN RELISH AT CAMBOURNE +4 RESIDENTS
KNOWN TO BE INTERESTED IN RELISH AT
DENE +6 KNOWN TO BE INTERESTED AT
gLyNDEBOURNE = 60.

15

12
6

COMpLETED
AT OEA STAGE

10

5

0

6

9

fAILED TO
COMpLETE

4
2

OUT Of THE 12 ENERGY SURvEYS
COMpLETED AT OEA STAGE...

6

RESIDENTS INTERESTED
IN RELISH

4

RESIDENTS WHO NEEDED
fURTHER CONvINCING

2

RESIDENTS NOT
INTERESTED

14

15

COMpLETED
AT OEA STAGE

OUT Of THE 14 ENERGY SURvEYS
COMpLETED AT OEA STAGE...

10

12

5

0

3

fAILED TO
COMpLETE

2

12

RESIDENTS INTERESTED
IN RELISH

0

RESIDENTS WHO NEEDED
fURTHER CONvINCING

2

RESIDENTS NOT
INTERESTED

70

THIS EqUATES TO A TOTAL POSSIBLE
UPTAKE OF 56% ACROSS ALL 3 SITES.

60

5 RELISH HANDOVERS TO DATE,
ACROSS THE 3 SITES (18% UPTAKE).

69 pROpERTIES ABLE TO HAvE AN ENERGY SURvEY

Cambourne Court

50
40

46

COMpLETED
AT OEA STAGE

13

30
20
10

20
13

23

fAILED TO
COMpLETE

OUT Of THE 69 ENERGY SURvEYS
COMpLETED AT OEA STAGE...

13

RESIDENTS INTERESTED
IN RELISH

20

RESIDENTS WHO NEEDED
fURTHER CONvINCING

13

RESIDENTS NOT
INTERESTED

0
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Conclusions

Conclusions
Throughout the last 12 months, the Relish team have been busy shaping a Resident
Relish Engagement Strategy from the findings of the phase 1 demonstration project
of 4 homes and the larger phase 2 project encompassing 157 homes across 3 sites
(including 27 leaseholders).
Construction works on phase 2 have been on site for 60 working weeks. 375 people
are employed on or involved with the project. Maintaining the integrity of Relish has
been a great challenge to us all.

We believe we have achieved much of what
we set out to do.

“ Our aim was to engage
with households and
change culture on a
larger scale – using
lessons learned in
phase 1 and a new
stock transfer.
Considering the scale
of the project and the
disruption to residents
over 14 months, the
willingness of just
under 50% of
households to engage
in our 12 month energy
advice programme
is an excellent result!
We aim to improve
on this figure.
This project
demonstrates that
despite a clear vision,
to change the culture
on a larger scale is a
challenge – one that
will take the industry
time to adopt.”
Robin Roberts
Property services director
Worthing Homes
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• We have undertaken major refurbishment
works to 130 homes, with the works packages
offered to the remaining 27 leasehold homes*.
Works have been successfully completed
within budget and we are pleased to say that
we now provide modern accommodation and
facilities within these once dated buildings.
* It is interesting to note that some
leaseholders have since carried out insulation
works to their properties independently –
proving that the promotion of Relish
principles is having an effect.
• We have attempted to undertake 107 energy
surveys and managed to complete 67.
In addition, we have also managed to
complete surveys in leasehold properties.
Out of the 107 general needs homes targeted,
46 (43%) households are currently signed up
and are taking part in the 12 month Relish
post occupancy monitoring meetings.
• We are now using the Relish Community Hub
to promote other community initiatives and
continue to promote energy saving advice.
Throughout this project, our aims were always
to focus on a ‘fabric first’ approach – ensuring
the building fabric and energy producing plant
were as energy efficient as sensibly achievable
within the budget.
Our Relish methodology ensures that residents
will continue to receive energy advice and
support for a 12 month period and we will help
them use their home and new equipment as
efficiently as possible to suit their lifestyles.

This will help save them money on their annual
gas and electricity bills and take charge of their
own energy decisions in an informed way.
We consider the 43% of households that
have signed up to the post occupancy Relish
programme to date in is an excellent result,
considering the level of disruption that the
works caused. This includes 16 households
that initially were not interested in taking part.
The successful completion of the works and
our continued support have encouraged them
to take part.
We have undertaken 46 Relish handover
meetings and presented the households with
their bespoke energy saving plans. Interestingly
all households receiving the Relish handover
pack have committed to taking part in the
on-going monitoring and 12 month advice
programme, which we believe is a great
success.
We are excited about the completion of the 12
month post occupancy monitoring period, due in
February 2014. At this point we can obtain some
tangible data regarding actual energy use within
the properties. This should confirm the impact
that the combined works and targeted energy
advice has had on the residents’ annual gas and
electric fuel bills.
This phase has encouraged and confirmed to us
the importance of Relish and we are now even
more committed to making sure we undertake
further Relish works to even better standards
because we can see it makes a real difference
to our residents.

Conclusions

Based on the findings of Relish Phase 2, we
consider that any type of education strategy
is best delivered when combined with works
or following a new build development, as the
technical team can add weight to the delivery.
With Code Level 4, 5 and 6 homes becoming
more commonplace within our industry and
more technical solutions being retrofitted, it
becomes ever more important that residents
are shown how to use their properties,
equipment and controls effectively once they
move into their new homes. This, combined
with the changes to the Welfare Reform Act
places ever more importance on residents’
understanding of how their behaviour and
energy habits impact on their energy use
and the associated costs.
We look forward to providing you with an
update within the next 12 months!
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relishing excellence!
To date, Relish’s successes and recognitions include:
• awarded Constructing Excellence’s (first) Innovation
in Practice project in 2009 (on going)
• winner of Constructing Excellence (London and South
East) award 2010 – legacy award sustainability
• winner of the Sustainable Housing energy initiative
of the year award in 2010 (shortlisted for 2 awards)
• winners of 2 Constructing Excellence (London and
South East) awards 2011 – integration and collaborative
working/legacy award sustainability (shortlisted for
4 awards)
• shortlisted for 4 Sustainable Housing awards in 2011
• winner of national Constructing Excellence award 2011 –
legacy award sustainability (shortlisted for 2 awards)
• achieved Housing Forum demonstration project status
for Relish phase 2 (2011)
• Relish has been the subject of several case studies
including the Finnish government sponsored University
of Salford initiative; as well as Cause Action, The Missing
quarter, Count Us In etc.
• AfSL has become a Relish adopter and formed the
basis of an education programme for 17,000 households
in Manchester
• shortlisted for CIH UK Housing Award – sustainable
landlord of the year (2012)
• shortlisted for Constructing Excellence (London and
South East) award 2012 – value
• accepted as SuperHomes exemplar case study (2012)
• selected as a Sustania100 project launched to world
leaders at Rio+20 in June 2012 (www.sustania.me)
and shortlisted for global Sustania award (2012)
• shortlisted for 2 Constructing Excellence awards
(London and South East) in 2012
• shortlisted for 2 Sustainable Housing awards 2012 –
ceremony November 2012
• NHF Count Us In case study 2013
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